PRESSOTHERAPY / 6 COMPRESSION CHAMBERS

POWER Q-6000 PLUS
Professional device for compressive limbs therapy with 6
compression chambers and 2 outputs. With POWER
Q-6000 Plus is possible to customize each treatment
according to needs.
POWER Q-6000 Plus promotes limb blood flow by
continuously repeating swelling and contraction.
Moreover it promotes the excess interstitial fluids
elimination and thus aiding the correct function of the
lymphatic system.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
D Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz
D Power consumption 80 W
D Adjustable time 0÷99 minutes
D Adjustable pressure 0÷240 mmHg ±10%
D 2 output channels (up to 3 connectable applicators)
D 5 programs
D 8 air speed levels
D LCD Graphic display
D Weight 9.5 Kg

MEDICAL DEVICE CLASS IIa

POWER Q-6000 Plus is a medical device CE0476

Arm drainage after mastectomy

Limb paralysis

Treating hematomas after surgeries

Passive compression for venous disorders

Anti-cellulite treatment in the initial stages

Rheumatoid arthritis

Post operation prophylaxis in venous thrombosis surgery

PROGRAMS

DIMENSIONS
420 x 230 x 310 mm
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Lymphoedema treatment
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MAIN APPLICATIONS
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POWER Q-6000 PLUS
HOW DOES IT WORK
Compressive limbs therapy is able to promote a right venous circulation by decreasing muscle tension caused by
stress or chronic and acute pains: thanks to its pump action it favorites venous return by increasing tissues blood
circulation and finally their physiological renewal.
Compressive limbs therapy can solve blood stagnation problem in damaged sanguine vessels or in body zones not
correctly bedewed.
Most common applications are:
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Body massage increase
Blood flow promotion thanks to a slow and progressive pressure
Lymphatic drainage
Lower limbs relief and comfort
Substances stagnation prevention in peripheral tissues
Blood insufficiency prevention caused by an inadequate pump action
Muscle tone loss in disabled or paralyzed patients. Compressive limbs therapy substitutes the manual massage
for trophic purposes.

POWER Q-6000 Plus is a professional device for compressive limbs treatments. It promotes limb blood flow by
continuously repeating swelling and contraction. The external compression promotes the excess interstitial fluids
elimination and thus aiding the correct function of the lymphatic system.
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POWER Q-6000 Plus offers 5 different inflation modes of the air chambers, 8 speed levels of the air flow inside the
chambers and the ability to set the time and the pressure of the therapy. In this way it is possible to customize each
treatment according to the therapeutic needs of each patient.

